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Chapter 233 - You Mean That Proud Peacock Is Back?

Just like Grandfather instructed, Fu Hee, didnt go to disturb FangSu as
she allowed her daughter to freshen up and get some rest first.

FangSu had just come out from the shower when she met a servant
placing a plate of sandwiches

Miss, please manage this for now while the kitchen prepares food for you.
The servant said as she bowed to FangSu.

You can leave. FangSu said to her as she went to sit on the couch placed
in her room.

After the servant left, she picked up her phone and saw that she missed a

call from Bai Jun and she called back immediately with a smile.

At the first ring, Bai Jun answered the call and her happy voice was heard,
SuSu, are you home now?

Yes, Im back! I just freshened up and I want to hit the bed right away
cause Im tired. FangSu replied happily.

I just managed to escape from my mother and as if that was enough, my
grandmother came over and wouldnt let me go. Bai Jun said over the
phone.



Its the same over here. My mother and Grandfather held me back. My
grandfather ordered me to get some rest and for my mother to give me
time. FangSu revealed.

Thats good, how is Aunty? Bai Jun asked with a smile.

She is fine. She looked so happy to see me and she seemed a little sad.
Bai Jun, lets talk later, Ive got to eat. FangSu said with her gaze on the
food.

You really cant wait to eat. Bai Jun said as she chuckled softly.

My mother complained that I was too slim, so Ive got to eat properly.
FangSu said as she chuckled.

This is an excuse to eat your hearts away after starving for the Fashion
Week Show. Alright, I will let you get some rest...talk to you later, bye...
Bai Jun said.

Bye. FangSu said and ended the call after that.

Fu Hua was still in his office when he got a call from his mother, telling
him of his sisters return.

When did she come back? Fu Hua asked as his countenance lightened.

She arrived some minutes ago and she didnt tell any of us about her
coming back. Fu Hee complained but if you listen carefully to her tone,
you will find out that she was elated.

I guess she wanted to surprise us. Fu Hua said she tapped his fingers on
his desk.



Thats the same thing she said. Your Grandfather asked me to call you
over for dinner to welcome your sister back home after a long time. Fu
Hee revealed happily.

I have a lot of work to do, so I cant see her today. Fu Hua said in a calm
tone.

You have to try and come home, thats your grandfathers instruction. Fu
Hee said as she mentioned the old man.

Did he ask me to come back alone? Fu Hua asked after a moment of

silence.

When his mother mentioned the old mans instruction, she didnt include
him bringing Jia Li back with him, she only kept mentioning for him to

come back home, so he wanted to know what she was up to.

Fu Hee knew that her son was testing her, so she immediately said, How
can you come back alone, of course, you have to come back with Jia Li.
Dont come late, I have to help out with the preparations, bye.

After the call ended Fu Hua put his phone back on his desk and continued
looking for some information from his laptop. He was currently making
investigations on the latest trending clothing styles.

Fu ChunHua who just came back to the house heard the news of Fu
FangSus return and didnt know is to feel happy about it or be annoyed.

Fu ChunHua went to meet Fu Hee and asked, I heard FangSu is back,
how come she didnt tell anyone about it?

Does she need anybodys permission to come back to her home? Fu Hee

asked and sneered after that.



Fu ChunHua was not offended by her words and instead, said to her with
a smile, It looks like you have regained your vigor, as youre now acting

out of place but I have to remind you to be careful. Dont get too excited
and make another mistake that will send you packing back to the Fang
family.

Fu Hee was annoyed as she watched Fu ChunHua walk away. Being
reminded of her past misfortune was enough to get riled up.

After Fu ChunHua left, she got the message from Butler Lu to ask Fu

Meixu and Fu Ling to come home for dinner to celebrate FangSus return,
as instructed by the old man.

Fu Ling had no problem with it and said he would be home on time but
Fu Meixu had a big problem with it.

Mum, you mean that proud peacock is back? Fu Meixu asked in an

angry tone. She couldnt help being angry after receiving such bad news.

Yes, she is back. I came back home some minutes ago and heard of it
from one of the servants. Fu ChunHua said with a sigh.

Mum, Im not coming back, tell grandfather that Im still filming. Fu
Meixu said and ended the call directly. She was already seething in rage
now. This was not good news to her in any way.

She would never agree to go for that welcome party and watch FangSu
act like a queen and outshine her, she refused to be tortured.

Fu ChunHua sighed tiredly. She has always known that her daughter and
FangSu didnt see eye to eye so she understood her dilemma. Now she

had to cover up for her by lying.



Fu ChunHua met Butler Lu and told him about it and he nodded and went
to report to the old man.

Let her be. Grandfather Fu said as he continued with his work.. Nobody
knew if he had an idea that Fu Meixu lied and was avoiding FangSu or
that he didnt just want to bother about it.
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Chapter 234 - She Is On Heat

When Fu Hua came back home, he walked into the living room and

asked the servants about Jia Lis whereabouts.

Where is Jia Li, is she sleeping? He asked the housekeeper.

Miss is not at home. The housekeeper replied.

Fu Hua was surprised and asked, Where did she go to?

She went to the vet. Ocean was uncomfortable so she took her to the vet.
The housekeeper reported.

Jia Li was watching Tv with Ocean and discovered that she was
uncomfortable, as she would sometimes bark without warning.

Jia Li became worried and even tried talking to Ocean but she couldnt
understand her. Ocean was especially fierce when the servants tried to
approach Jia Li.



Even when Jia Li tried to calm her down, she wasnt so obedient. Jia Li
became worried and decided to take him to the vet.

Did she go with someone? Fu Hua asked with a frown.

Yes, Sir, she went with two of the soldiers, she didnt take any of the
servants because Ocean wouldnt let them get close. The housekeeper
explained.

She was truly scared when Ocean was exceptionally fierce to them, even
Jia Li couldnt get her to be obedient like before, so none of them dared to

go near their Mistress.

Fu Hua frowned and said to her while handing his work bag

Fu Hua was unhappy that Jia Li didnt go with any servant because she
was just a week plus away from being 6 months pregnant and her baby

bump had increased.

He was worried that if she was not careful, an accident may occur and he
wouldnt like anything to happen to her or their baby. He didnt think the
soldiers acting as bodyguards were enough to protect her.

Fu Hua turned and left the house immediately. As he drove out of the
premises, he phoned Jia Li. Luckily, her phone didnt ring for long before
she answered the call.

Whats the name of the vet you went to? Fu Hua asked.

Jia Li noticed that Fu Hua was unhappy with his tone, so she just gave
him the address.

Im coming. Fu Hua said and ended the call immediately.



When he got to the address Jia Li gave to him, he saw a big vet shop

there. He parked his car and got off, making his way to the shop with
giant strides.

From the glass door, he could see a soldier standing beside Jia Li who
looked worried, while the other one was standing close to the door.

The soldier standing close to the door caught sight of Fu Hua, opened the
door and greeted him.

Immediately Jia Li saw Fu Hua, she stood up with teary eyes.

When Fu Hua saw the tears brimming in her eyes, his anger disappeared
immediately and he immediately went to her side and held her shoulder
as she asked in a worried tone, Why are you crying?

I think Ocean is sick. Is she going to die? Jia Li said and buried her face

in his chest and started to cry.

Fu Hua rubbed her back and consoled her, Dont worry, nothing will
happen to Ocean. Stop crying.

Jia Li felt relieved with his words of comfort. She stopped crying and
allowed him to lead her back to her seat.

What did the doctor say? Fu Hua asked as he pats Jia Lis hair. Jia Li
refused to let him go after she sat down.

Im waiting for him. Since he took Ocean in for a checkup, he hasnt come
out. The vet nurse asked me to wait here. Jia Li said as she sniffed.

Relax, lets wait for the doctor to come out. Fu Hua said.



About 3 minutes later, the supposed vet doctor came out with a nurse and
Ocean walking in the center of both of them.

Jia Li wanted to rush over to Oceans side but Fu Hua held her back. Dont
run.

Jia Li sat back obediently and allowed Ocean to come to her side. As Jia
Li hugged her, Fu Hua turned to the vet doctor to ask,Whats wrong with

the dog?

The doctor and nurse were still shocked to see Fu Hua and couldnt
believe he was related to the worried woman who came with the dog they
just took care of.

As Fu Hua asked him that question, he came back to his senses and
regained his professionalism. There is nothing seriously wrong with the
dog. She is on heat and thats the reason she was uncomfortable and
reacting that way.

Jia Li heard the doctors words and looked up in surprise. Ocean is not
sick?

No Maam, she is alright. She only needs to mate to feel alright. The
doctor replied.

Oh! Jia Li said before fixing her gaze on Ocean.

Thank you! Fu Hua said to the doctor. The only reason he said thanks
was because of Jia Lis worries. Since the doctor managed to calm the dog

belonging to his wife, he felt grateful.

He wouldnt like for Jia Li to cry over her dog again, if possible.



No worries, sir, its my job. If you are set to let her mate, we can arrange
for it. The doctor added.

We will take care of it. Fu Hua said to him before turning to Jia Li.

Lets go or we will be late for dinner at the Fu Residence.

One of the soldiers took the leash from Jia Li and led Ocean out, while
the other one opened the door for them.

Why are we going back? Jia Li asked curiously.

Fangsu is back! Fu Hua revealed as he held the car door open for Jia Li to
get, before going over to the drivers side of his car.

Bring Ocean along to the Fu residence. Fu Hua instructed the soldiers,
before getting into the drivers seat of his first car.

FangSu? Jia Li asked with a frown because she was confused.

My sister, she is back and Grandfather asked us to come back to
celebrate her return. Fu Hua explained.

He didnt blame Jia Li for not recalling his sisters name because her name
wasnt mentioned any time in the house.
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Chapter 235 - I Have Heard A Lot About You



Arriving at the Fu House, Fu Hua held Jia Lis hand after they stepped out
of the car.

Jia Li had fixed her gaze on the second car as the soldiers took Ocean out
of it. Ocean. Jia Li called out but Fu Hua pulled her towards him.

Do you want to take her inside for dinner with the rest of the family? Fu

Hua asked.

No...but... Jia started, but her words were cut off.

There are no buts. Let them take care of her. Have you forgotten what the
vet doctor said? Fu Hua said in a reminder.

Come, lets go inside. He said as he pulled her to walk inside the house
and she slowly retracted her gaze and followed him.

Thinking of meeting her Sister-in-law for the first time, Jia Li suddenly
became nervous. She didnt know if FangSu would like her.

Fu FangSu who had been waiting eagerly for her brother heard from one
of the servants that he was there already. She left what she was doing and
ran towards the main entrance to the house.

FangSu saw Fu Hua waking in with a woman beside him, she didnt
bother to take a good look at her, as all her attention was on her Big
Brother.

Brother! FangSu called out in excitement as she ran towards Fu Hua and
hugged him tightly.

Youre back. Fu Hua said as he let her hug him to her hearts content,
while still holding onto Jia Lis left hand.



Brother, I missed you so much! FangSu said as she tightened her hold on
him.

Whats there to miss me for? Fu Hua asked with a slight smile.

Jia Li guessed from their interaction that the brother and sister have a
good relationship, even though Fu Hua was not acting like one that
missed his sister.

FangSu finally let go of Fu Hua and started to complain. Brother youre
so mean! You dont care about me, brother Pei is much better.

The smile on Fu Huas face spread more, and he said to her, Cut the crap,
who said I dont care about you? FangSu, this is your sister-in-law, Jia Li.
Jia Li, meet my younger Sister, FangSu.

Hello! Jia Li greeted FangSu with a smile.

FangSu glanced at the hands of her brother and Jia Li that were joined
together, before looking up at Jia Li. She faked a smile and waved at Jia
Li.

I have heard a lot about you! FangSu said with a smile that was not a
smile. Now wanting to waste her time on Jia Li, she glanced back at her
brother and smile profoundly, before grabbing his left arm

Brother, I bought gifts for everyone, come on, we have to hurry in
already. FangSu said as she pulled Fu Hua to go inside.

Slow down! Fu Hua said while holding onto Jia Lis soft hand. He didnt
want to let go of Jia Li even with her pulling her that way.

Jia Li felt that FangSu didnt like her but she was not sure if her instinct
was wrong.



FangSu continued chatting with Fu Hua until they got to the dining room,
where everyone was waiting for them.

Seeing Jia Li, grandfather Fu smiled and said to FangSu, SuSu, have you
seen your sister-in-law, Jia Li?

FangSu smiled sweetly as she replied to the happy old man, Yes
grandfather, Ive seen her.

Good! Grandfather Fu responded with a smile. It would be good if the
two people he liked best became close.

FangSu finally let go of Fu Hua and went to sit on the left side of
Grandfather Fu, while Jia Li and Fu Hua walked to his right side.

As Fu Hua helped Jia Li to take off her thick oversized coat and handed
it to the servant standing behind them, FangSus eyes nearly popped out in
shock when she saw Jia Lis baby bump.

Shes pregnant?! She was so shocked that she blurted that question out.
Never would she have thought that Jia Li was already pregnant and her
baby bump was already very visible enough.

Earlier when she saw her brother, she didnt pay attention to Jia Li and
also because she didnt like her, so she didnt see her baby bump and the
big thick overcoat she wore, helped to hide the baby bump from her.

Yes, she is. Grandfather Fu said happily.

Fu Hee saw the daughters shocked gaze and looked away. She was guilty
of not telling her about it because she didnt want her to be worried at the
time.



Fu ChunHua smiled and used a glass of water to hide it. She knows that
FangSu was friends with the daughter of the Bai family and since both
mother and daughter wanted Fu Hua to marry Bai Jun and the plans
failed, FangSu would hate Jia Li.

Jia Li felt awkward with FangSus surprised glint. She only felt better
when Fu Hua pulled out a seat for her and helped her to sit down.

Jia Li, be careful of your baby bump not to hit the edge of the table. Fu
ChunHua reminded with a smile, before she moved her gaze to Fu Hee
and then to FangSu to know what their reaction would be.

Fu Hee didnt say anything, nor did she react to what Fu ChunHua said. It
was only FangSu who was currently gritting her teeth

At ChunHuas reminder, Grandfather Fu glanced over to check if there
was a safe distance between Jia Lis baby bump and the edge of the table
but from that angle, he was sitting (Head table), he couldnt see properly,
so he said to her...

Li girl, dont trouble yourself if your hand cant reach the dishes on the
table, Fu Hua will help you with them.

Thank you, grandfather. Jia Li said with a smile while FangSu was
seething with rage.

Did she just address my grandfather like he belonged to her? FangSu

asked herself as she felt anger boiling inside of her.

During dinner, FangSu didnt keep her mouth shut and nobody chided her
for talking while eating.

FangSu made small talks with almost everybody and replied to any
questions she was asked but she intentionally ignored Jia Li.
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Chapter 236 - FangSus Jealousy

Jia Li at first felt left out, but with Fu Hua there for her she didnt think
too much about it.

Grandfather Fu and Fu Hua put food on Jia Lis plate and that made
FangSu jealous.

Grandfather Fu what about me? FangSu asked while pointing at her plate

with a pout.

Grandfather Fu chuckled softly and put some side dishes on her plate and
only then did she feel better.

Seeing how her brother was paying so much attention to Jia Li, FangSu
couldnt take it. Because she was sitting opposite them, there was no way
her eyes wouldnt be on them at every moment.

Brother, put some food on my plate. FangSu demanded as she touched
her plate with her chopsticks

Jia Li and Fu Hua glanced over at the same time but Jia Li was the first
to look away, as she quietly put some food in her mouth.

Are you a child? Fu Hua asked.



She is not a child either. FangSu pointed out and that was enough for
everyone to know that she was jealous of the treatment being given to Jia
Li.

She is pregnant with my child, so I have to feed my child. Fu Hua said
and looked away from her.

FangSu, you should eat your food, your grandfather asked the kitchen to
prepare your favorites. Fu Hee said as she tried to get her daughters
attention before her thoughts and emotions against Jia Li will be exposed.

FangSu glanced at her mother and got the message, before going on to
eat her food quietly.

Fu YingPei picked a side dish with his chopsticks before going to put it
on FangSus plate.

Eat and stop whining like a child. YingPei said to her before going back
to his seat.

FangSu so badly wanted to tell him that she didnt need it but she shut her
mouth and continued eating her food.

Fu ChunHua enjoyed the little drama and wished her daughter was
around, so it would be easier to expose FangSus hatred for Jia Li.

Fu ChunHua was aware that Fu Hee was the one that stopped FangSu
from complaining but she decided not to stir up the flames

After dinner, Grandfather Fu asked Fu ChunHua to send some soup to Jia
Li in the bedroom, since it was healthy for her and her child.

FangSu was surprised because that should be her mothers role, assigning
tasks to the servants, since when did her Auntie start doing those things?



As FangSu who didnt have the slightest idea that her mother was no
longer the mistress of the house was lost in thought, Fu Hua got up and
held onto Jia Lis hand, so she could stand up.

The noise from the chair brought FangSu back to her senses. She saw
that Fu Hua was about to leave with Jia Li and she got up from her seat
and blocked their way.

She faked a smile and said to Fu Hua, Brother, can I follow you? I have

some things to talk to you about.

Before Fu Hua could reply, they all heard grandfather Fu called out to
FangSu.

FangSu, dont disturb your brother and your sister-in-law. Follow me to

the study and chat with me.

FangSu was unhappy but she slowly stepped out of the way.

SuSu, I know you missed your brother, so you can visit him in his house

when he leaves tomorrow. Fu Hee said from the side with a smile.

She was giving her daughter another option to be close to her brother.

With FangSu acting this way, Jia Li and Fu Hua are destined not to have
peace when she visits. Fu ChunHua said from the side with a smile.

Fu Hee shot her a glare and replied immediately, Its normal for SuSu to
act this way, as she hasnt seen her brother who she used to be very close
to, in years, so it will take a little time for her to adjust to the current
situation and besides, Jia Li and Fu Hua has been married for some time
now, so what peace is there to disrupt?



Fu ChunHua chuckled and replied, Why are you taking my words

seriously, I was only joking. How can I stop a sister from visiting her

brother? Im sure FangSu is sensible enough and will not disturb her

brother and Sister-in-law, especially now that Jia Li is pregnant.

Fu ChunHuas words were hinting at something obvious.

Grandfather Fu didnt say anything on the matter and asked FangSu to
follow him to his study for a chat.

After Grandfather Fu and FangSu left, YingPei and Fu Ling left as well,
now, only Fu Hee and Fu ChuHua stayed back.

What were you trying to do earlier, by stopping FangSu from going to

visit her brother? Fu Hee asked angrily.

I should be the one asking that question. What are you trying to do by

suggesting for FangSu to go visit Fu Hua in his house when you know
how much she hates Jia Li? Are you trying to stir up another trouble? Fu

ChuHua asked.

You are the only one who has negative thoughts! Dont frame me or
accuse me of anything. Fu Hee said whilst rolling her eyes at her.

You are the one who knows if Im making up things or not. Fu ChunHua
said to her.

Fu Hee frowned and said to her angrily, Mind your business you old
Hag!

Well, this old hag is the one currently sitting in your position and
wearing your crown! Fu ChunHua said with a taunting smile.



The two of them abused each other with words they knew would hurt the
other.

Back at Fu Hua and Jia Lis bedroom, Fu Hua set a bathe for Jia Li before
calling her to have a warm bath.

Jia Lis facial expression was done and she had a lot of thoughts going
through her mind, coupled with the unsettled feeling in her chest.

After she had her bath and came back to the bedroom, she saw Fu Hua

sitting on the couch and decided to voice out her worries....
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Chapter 237 - First Kick

I think your sister doesnt like me. Jia Li said to him.

Glancing at her, Fu Hua asked with a smile, Why do you think so? Not

waiting for her to reply, he added, Is it because of her attitude towards
you?

Exactly. Jia Li replied with a worried gaze. It bothered her that her
sister-in-law didnt like her. And she wondered how she had offended her

when it was just their first time meeting.

Thinking back to FangSus words when they exchanged greeting, I have
heard a lot about you, she wondered if her mother-in-law said some

words against her that made FangSu dislike her or maybe the reason was
different.



Dont think too much about it. She is probably jealous about you. She
used to be the most doted upon by the family before she left. She must
have felt bad when she saw you receiving the same treatment that she
used to receive. Fu Hua said with a smile.

Are you saying she is jealous that Im being treated well by you and
grandfather? Jia Li asked as she couldnt make meaning of that reasoning.

You can put it that way. FangSu is spoilt, so dont think too much about it.
Is that the reason you were so worried? Fu Hu asked as he pulled her to

sit on his thighs.

Jia Lis facial expression still didnt look good, so Fu Hua decided to
change the topic.

You are heavier now, what have you been eating?

I dont know. Jia Li replied as she glanced at him. She even adjusted
herself to sit comfortably on his thighs.

Fu Hua chuckled and brought his hand in front of her night robe. Quickly,
his right hand unfastened the belt of her robe and opened it.

Youre not wearing anything. Fu Hua said as he caressed her abdomen
and stared into her eyes.

Im putting on something. Jia Li replied as she enjoyed his hands
caressing her baby bump.

Jia Li was putting on cotton panties and a cotton sports bra that had thin
pads inside. The bra was so comfortable that she didnt have any problems
with wearing it to sleep.



As she was already 6 months pregnant, her breasts were heavy and
painful and added to the fact that she was busty already before putting on
some weight there, she couldnt sleep like that and had to support the
weight of her breasts.

As she said she was putting on something, Fu Hua opened her robe very
well to see that she was indeed putting on her undies. Because of her
baby bump, it wasnt easy to see her panties, unless he opened the robe
well and glanced at the side of her waist.

Fu Huas fingers, slightly cupped her left breast and asked, Is it painful?
Jia Li nodded in response.

Sorry, let me massage it for you. Fu Hua said as he started to gently rub
her breast through her bra.

You will make it more painful. Jia Li said with a frown as she held back
his hand.

Im sorry. The doctor said its normal, so you might have to bear with it
for a while. We have four additional months before we can see our child,
so bear with it. Fu Hua said as he leaned in to kiss her cheek before going
back to caressing her baby bump.

It didnt take up to a few seconds before Jia Li and Fu Hua both felt the
kick from the baby. There were surprised smiles on their faces as they
glanced at each other.

Did I just feel the baby kick right now? Jia Li asked in a hushed tone as

she stared at Fu Hua wide-eyed, for fear that the baby might hear her.

I felt it too. Fu Hua replied with a happy smile as he continued caressing
her baby bump to see if the child would react again.



This was the first time they were feeling the baby kick and they
experienced their first time together.

You need to have seen the priceless expression on their faces.When they

both felt the baby kick for the second time, they couldnt help chuckling
happily.

Fu Hua took Jia Lis hand and pressed it on her baby bump, as his other
hand, pressed on her hand.

The baby seemed to be happy at feeling its parents hands on it and so it
kicked a few times. The kicks were gentle, so Jia Li didnt feel any pain.

Jia Li and Fu Hua took some time as they conversed with their child. Jia
Li could see the happy smile on Fu Huas face when he talked to the child
and she could tell he didnt regret having the child with her and so she
smiled brightly.

When the baby finally stopped responding, Fu Hua kissed Jia Li softly on
the cheek before tying the belt of her robe.

Im going to take a shower, you can go to bed first. Fu Hua said to her as
they both stood to their feet. Jia Li went to the bed to lay down, while Fu
Hua went to have his night bath.

In Grandfather Fus study, he sat on the sofa with FangSu and said to her,
SuSu, its wrong to be jealous of your sister-in-law, you are no longer a
child that should feel bad if the attention that was given to you is shared.
And besides, your sister-in-law is a quiet person and she is easy to get

along with. I will be very happy if you stop your childish acts and be
good to her.

FangSu was unhappy that her grandfather called her attention-seeking a
childish act but she didnt show it.



Grandfather Fu knew she was unhappy and decided to change the topic
since he still cared about her feelings. She just came back and it wasnt
right to scold her.

Tell me about your experience over there, you must have encountered a
lot. Grandfather Fu said she gazed at her with a smile.

FangSu recovered a bit after he changed the topic and went on to recount
all the encounters she experienced over there and didnt forget to keep
mentioning Bai Jun in most of the conversation.

Grandfather Fus countenance did not look so good with the way she kept
mentioning Bai Jun but he didnt say anything about it.

Bai Jun has always been FangSus best friend since their childhood days,
so telling her right now to stop associating with her will never work, so
Grandfather didnt say anything about it.

He was looking for an opportunity to stop her interactions with the
daughter of the Bai family.
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Chapter 238 - Demand For The Truth

After chatting for almost an hour, FangSu bid good night to the old man
before leaving for her room.

Lu, do you think she will listen to me, or end up like her mother?
Grandfather Fu asked Butler Lu who has been in the room when he
talked with FangSu.



Sir, its hard to say. But Miss FangSu will likely offend you since she has
a deep relationship with the daughter of the Bai family.

Grandfather sighed and shut his eyes as his thoughts remained unknown.

FangSu didnt go to her bedroom after she left her grandfathers study
instead, she went to her mothers bedroom to look for her.

FangSu knocked once and entered without waiting for her mothers
response. Her father wasnt around, so there was no need to wait for
permission.

Mum, youre not asleep yet? FangSu asked as she went to her on the bed

beside her mother..

I was waiting for you. Fu Hee said as she managed a smile.

You knew I was coming to meet you? FangSu asked in surprise as she

thought it was that obvious.

It was very obvious. What did you come to find me for? Fu Hee asked

as she knew her daughter came to see her because she had questions to
ask.

Mum, why is Aunty ChunHua playing your role and why didnt you tell
me about that womans pregnancy? FangSu asked with a smile.

Fu Hee sighed before saying, SuSu, it will be better if you dont know
about it, I dont want you stirring up trouble.

Mum what do you mean? I just want to know what happened while I was

away. FangSu insisted. She knew that for her mother to act this way,
something serious must have happened and that alone made her
inquisitive as she wanted to know everything that happened.



Fu Hee was quiet and FangSu urged her the more.

Mum, tell me that happened!

Fu Hee glanced at her and began to tell her a bit of everything that
happened while she was away.

When I found out that Jia Li was going to marry your brother, I was so
angry that I went to meet your grandfather to talk about it and that was
the first day I talked to Bai Fen about your brother and Bai Jun getting
married... your grandfather threw ink on me...sent me out of his study
and asked me to pay for it... I slapped Jia Li in a fit of anger and your
grandfather removed my mistress title and passed it to ChunHua... I gave
Jia Li the wrong food after she was pregnant and I got scolded a
lot...your brother reported me to your father and he left the military camp
and came home to drive me out of the house. That day, he said I was
going to go back to my Fang family and he cause a lot of scenes. I
pleaded with him but he refused to listen, your brother saw what was

happening and refused to get involved, it was like he wanted me to be
punished.

When Fu Hee got to this point, she started crying. FangSu was already
very angry while listening to her mother. She was only trying to compose
herself because she wanted to hear the end of the story.

Mum, dont cry, tell me everything. Dont hide anything from me. FangSu
said as she pats her back soothingly.

Fu Hee wiped her tears and continued. At last, it was your grandfather
that came and gave me another chance, but he still punished me by
deducting my monthly allowance for a few months and banned me from
leaving the house for some time, and this was better than being sent back
to the Fang family, so I thanked him. Your grandfather threatened to



bring the Fang family down and give my head to them if I commit any
more mistakes against Jia Li.

Mum, you mean you went through such humiliations and pains because
of that girl? FangSu asked in a loud tone as her anger boiled.

She couldnt believe that her mother suffered so much because of an
outsider.

You have seen it. Everybody is against me in this house. I cant even go
to visit your brother in his place, your grandfather banned me from going

there. Fu Hee added in a sad tone.

Is everybody in this house blind? Cant they see that woman is the one at

fault? How could she come to ruin a happy family and she is comfortable

with it! What about brother, did that woman charm him? FangSu ranted

on and on in anger.

Even I dont know what went wrong with your brother. Initially, he
refused the marriage when your grandfather first proposed it. Then along
the line, I dont know what happened and he suddenly accepted the

proposal. Fu Hee said.

Till today, she did the know the mystery behind Fu Hua accepting the

marriage proposal he once rejected, even though the old man didnt care if
he wanted the marriage or not.

Mum, its obvious that woman is a witch! She has charmed my brother
and my grandfather and got everyone to dance to her tone. She is such a
shameless woman and Im going to teach her a big lesson before I send
her out of this family. FangSu promised angrily.

She was very angry that her mother suffered so many losses because of
Jia Li and also lost the respect she had in the family. She blamed Jia Li



for everything that went wrong in the Fu family and swore to take
revenge on her.

Fu Hee became alarmed when she heard FangSu talk about teaching Jia
Li a lesson. She wiped her tears and said to her in an urgent tone,

SuSu, even if you dont like that woman, dont go against her because
everyone in the family likes her and she has them backing her, especially
your grandfather. He wouldnt mind dealing with anyone that troubles Jia
Li, he wont care if youre the one. Your grandfather dotes on that girl
more than you can imagine.

FangSus brows creased in a frown as she said, What can grandfather do

other than to scold me for a bit?
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Chapter 239 - Dont Try Anything Funny

Fu Hee felt that FangSu has underestimated how much her grandfather
loved, cared, doted on, and protected Jia Li, so she advised her with a
frightened gaze.

FangSu, dont try anything bad with Jia Li, your grandfather had changed
a lot. He will not mind that you are his favorite grandchild and will not
spare you if you do anything to Jia Li. You have to learn from my story,
I dont want you to end up like me. I used to hold the Phoenix position in
this family but today look how hard Ive fallen just because I went against
your grandfather to try to harm Jia Li.



The more FangSu listened, the angrier she became. Mum, are you saying
we should leave that woman to continue destroying the peace in our
family? Look how shameless she is by looking and acting so innocent!

FangSu, I have warned you already, you cant afford to lose favor in the
sight of your grandfather, father and brother because of that woman, its
not worth it.. To be on the safe side, you have to stay away from the Bai

family, so you wont be influenced by them to commit a rash mistake that

you will make to regret just like me! There is no pill for regret. Fu Hee
said to her in a worried tone.

Mum, are you saying that I should stop interacting with the Bai family
and even my friend, Bai Jun, all because of the risk of getting into
trouble? FangSu asked as she couldnt believe it with her ears.

Before Fu Hee could respond, she added, Mum, dont tell me youve
stopped talking to Aunty Fen because of this?

FangSu, things are as you thought and things are not as easy as you think
it is. If I had continued interacting with Bai Fen, I would have been
tempted to get into more trouble and the threats your father and
grandfather posed on me would come through. Right now, your mother
has only her life and you, nothing more. Fu Hee said almost in tears.

FangSu stared at her mother in disbelief. She couldnt believe that her
mother had stopped interacting with her good friend for fear of offending
her grandfather.

She wondered if Jia Li had much influence on her grandfather for her
mother to be so scared to talk to her friend.

Mum, do you think grandfather likes that woman more than me? FangSu

asked with an annoyed glint.



Fu Hee glanced at her and replied, I dont know but dont underestimate

your grandfathers doting prowess. Jia Li is pregnant with his
great-grandchild, so the chances of him prioritizing that woman are very

high.

The anger and jealousy FangSu felt, rose to the highest level and her
hatred for Jia Li intensified.

FangSu got up from the bed and said with her gaze resting on her mother.
Mum relax, you dont need to care about anything. I will take of the
matter.

Fu Hee was so scared that we immediately pulled her hand. You...you...
what do you want to do? Dont try anything funny or your grandfather

and brother will deal with you.

FangSu pushed her hands away and said as she has made up her mind,
Mum, dont worry about me. No one is going to blame you for anything.
Im going to sleep, I need to get over my jet lag as soon as possible.

After saying that, FangSu said good night to her before leaving her
bedroom. And no matter how many times her mother called for her, she
didnt answer.

The next morning, FangSu woke up to a call from Bai Jun.

Hearing her drowsy tone, Bai Jun asked in a soft tone, Are you still
sleeping?

Yes, you woke me up. Bai Jun whined as she sat up on the bed with her
phone placed on her left ear.

Im sorry. Bai Jun apologized.



Its fine, I am awake now.Why did you call so early? FangSu replied, not
holding any grudge against her.

I have been disturbed since I learned from my mother that she hasnt
spoken to your mother for a long time and your mum blocked her number.
Bai Jun said in an urgent tone.

She couldnt sleep properly after her mother came to find her in her
bedroom last night to tell her about her relationship with Fu Hee.

Bai Jun was worried that with both women not talking to each other
anymore, it may affect her being close to Fu Hua, so she woke up early
and was waiting for 7 AM to reach, just so she could call FangSu to talk
about it.

Bai Jun, this is the wrong time to talk about this. I was so angry last night
after my mother told me everything she suffered all because of that
woman my brother got married to. FangSu reacted angrily when she was
reminded of what happened the previous night.

Bai Jun became alarmed and asked about what made FangSu so angry
and then, Fu Hee went on to recount the story her mother told her, on
how she tried to protect Bai Juns interest but lost so many things due to it,
then the threats and humiliations she suffered.

What?! Your father really did that? My mother had no idea about it and

has been thinking that your mother went back on her words and was
deliberately ignoring her. Bai Jun said in shock.

After finding out the truth her mother had no idea about, she was very
shocked and pitied Fu Hee for having gone through such situations just
for her sake.

But then, she started to become worried as many thoughts began to run
through her mind. What if I dont get any chance because of this?



My mother has suffered a lot in the hands of that woman but thats not the
only reason Im so angry. That woman is pregnant! FangSu revealed.

Bai Jun thought she didnt hear well and exclaimed, What?!

I was shocked when I saw her protruding stomach and it looks like she
has a few months left before she gives birth. I have no idea why my
mother hid this from me. FangSu complained bitterly.

Talking about all of these, made her heart pump green blood. She was so
angry that she wouldnt mind killing Jia Li if they were to be left alone.
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Chapter 240 - I Cant Tolerate It

Bai Jun didnt know how she ended the conversation with Fu FangSu. She
was still sitting in her bedroom in shock and didnt know when she started
crying until her mother came to look for her.

Why are you crying? Bai Fen asked in a worried done as she went to sit

beside Bai Jun and pat her back repeatedly.

Mum, did you know that woman brother Hua married is pregnant? Bai

Jun asked with tears in her eyes.

Its that the reason youre crying? That one is nothing, its not going to stop
you from getting married into the Fu family. Bai Fen said to her in a calm
demeanor while patting her back.



Mum, I dont just want to get married into the Fu family, I want to get
married to Fu Hua but how can that happen when his wife is already
pregnant? Bai Jun asked with a tear-stained face.

There is still a possibility. For now, we cant touch her but we can make
you get closer to Fu Hua in the meantime. Bai Fen said to her..

Mum, do you think that is still possible? Brother Hua and everyone in

that family loves that woman and they are always protecting her... As for
Bai Jun said, she went on to tell her mother everything FangSu said to
her concerning the matter.

What?! Fu Hee was really threatened to be sent back to the Fang family?
Bai Fen asked in shock. She couldnt believe that the simple matter
escalated to a great extent.

Now she knew the reason Fu Hee cut off ties with her.

Mum, with how the patriarch of the Fu family and brother Hua are

protecting that woman, we cant even touch her. The patriarch threatened
Aunty Hee with the child that woman was carrying. He said if anything
happens to the child, he wouldnt care to know if she was involved or not,
he would bring the Fang family down and she will pay with her life. Bai
Jun said as more tears rolled down her cheeks.

Bai Fen was quiet for a while before speaking up, That old man is so
cunning. If anything happens to that woman while she is pregnant, he
will blame Fu Hee and then Fu Hee will not spare us. For now, we will
allow her to give birth safely, while you try to get Fu Hua to fall for you.

Mum, what kind of man do you think brother Hua is? Do you think he

will easily fall for that trick? Bai Jun asked.



There is no man that is not powerless towards a part of a womans charm.
You just said that he is treating that woman so well but that was the same
woman he rejected to marry before. Find out how that woman got Fu

Hua wrapped in her arms and do the same. Bai Fen said to her daughter
in a serious tone.

Mum, I hate all of these! Bai Jun said as she started to cry again.

Why are you crying when we can think of a solution. If anyone sees you
crying and asked for the reason, do you dare to say it? We will get in

trouble if anyone in the family finds out we still have our eyes on the Fu
family. That old man from the Fu family already came to warn our entire

Bai family to stay away from them. Bai Fen said as she recounted how
she taught Jia Li a lesson, the photos she sent to Fu Hua and how the old

man came to warn them.

Bai Jun gazed at her mother with her tear-stained cheeks. She was
feeling slightly depressed with all the troubles she has to go through just
to be with Fu Hua.

Bai Fen cleaned her daughters tear-stained cheeks and said to her, Since
youre on good terms with FangSu, we can hope that she will help you to
get close to Fu Hua. We just have to hope she is not influenced by her

mother to stay away from us.

Bai Jun did not feel relieved with only Fu FangSu helping her. But
currently, she didnt have any choice other than to make do with whatever
she has.

After breakfast at the Fu family, Jia Li and Fu Hua were about to leave
when FangSu came to meet them.



Brother, can I come to visit you? FangSu asked with a pout as she

juggled Fu Huas arm.

You can come if you want but dont come to cause trouble. I wont tolerate
it. Fu Hua warned.

Why is everyone saying I would cause trouble when I come to visit you?
FangSu said in a frustrated tone.

Are you not a trouble maker? YingPei asked as he walked over.

FangSu glanced at her second brother and her frown spread across her
face.

Brother Pei, you have become my enemy, how can you speak ill against

me in front of Big Brother? FangSu asked in an annoyed tone. She felt
her second brother was out to ruin her image and that might get her big
brother to change his mind.

Have you forgotten how you used to look for troubles and escape
smoothly? YingPei asked with a teasing smile as he pointed at her.

FangSu glanced at Fu Hua before glancing back at YingPei in anger.
Brother Pei that was a long time ago, Im not a child anymore. I dont
know why you would bring that up now.

Turning to Fu Hua who was standing there with Jia Li beside him, she
said, Brother Hua, you have already granted your permission, you cant
take it back, Im leaving.

After saying that, she left hurriedly for fear that Fu Hua might actually
change his mind.



Fu Hua and YingPei had smiles on their faces when their little sister
escaped.

Brother you are leaving already. Sister-in-law, when will you invite me
to the house to come and eat? YingPei asked with an expectant gaze.

Before Jia Li could reply, Fu Hua was already pulling her to leave as he
replied to YingPei, I dont have to remind you of what will happen when
I get to work before you, right?.

What? Brother, you are coming to the office? Fu YingPei asked in

surprise as he stared wide-eyed watching Fu Hua leave with Jia Li.

He had no idea his big brother was thinking about going to work and he
was having the confidence, that he can arrive at work on the dot.

Fu YingPei immediately bolted to his room to pick up his work bag to
leave for the office. He met Jia Li and Fu Hua outside, as Jia Li was
rubbing Oceans body.

YingPei didnt delay after he waves goodbye to them. He got into his car
and drove off immediately.

It was really scary to get a threat from his brother.
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Chapter 241 - Meeting The Woman He Kept At Home

Fu FangSu and Bai Jun spent the next 2 days getting over their jet lag.



The next day, Fu FangSu decided to visit Fu Hua and she sent him a text,
asking for his address. Fu Hua was still at work when the text came and
without having any other thoughts, he sent his address to her with no
other message attached to it.

After receiving the address from Fu Hua, FangSu smiled and
immediately phoned Bai Jun who was sitting in her bedroom in a moody
state.

I want you to follow me somewhere. FangSu said with a smile.

Where is that? Bai Juan asked in a dispirited tone. She was not in a good
mood to entertain her.

FangSu could tell from Bai Juns tone that she was not in a good mood
and that was the more reason for her to smile brightly because she was
sure the news she was about to share with her, will immediately lighten
her mood.

.

Im going to visit my eldest brother, are you coming with me, or should I
go alone? FangSu asked in a teasing tone.

Bai Jun became alert and asked in an urgent tone, Are you going to see
Brother Hua?

Yes, he just sent me his address, if you are interested, hurry up and get
dressed. I will come to your house to pick you up FangSu said to her.

What! This is a good news! I will be ready in 30 minutes, I have to go
now, bye. Bai Jun said and ended the call in excitement.



FangSu was infected by her excited tone and smiled as well. She threw
her phone on the bed and went straight to her walk-in closet to pick a
dress.

Seeing her empty closet which contained only the things she came back
with, FangSu drafted out a plan to go shopping soon.

While getting dressed, FangSu saw the gift she was supposed to give Fu

Hua and sighed. Good thing Im going over to his place.

As she said that, she finished dressing up and took the paper bag out with
her. She had already given the rest of the family the gifts she brought
back for them.

The only that was left belonged to Fu Hua and her father. Her father was
to come back the next day, so when he comes, she would hand over his
present to him.

For Fu ChunHua and Fu Meixu, FangSu acted petty and got them a little

something. Since Fu Meixu was not around, she gave her gift to her
mother to keep for her.

FangSu didnt have a car yet, so she had to go out with one of the cars in
the house. She had one of the drivers drive her to the Bai familys
residence.

On getting there, she stepped into the house and Bai Fen was the first
person to see her and immediately hugged her.

Bai Fen was not surprised to see her, since Bai Jun had already informed
her about going to visit Fu Hua in his private residence but she still had to
act that way

Bai Fen praised FangSus beauty as she looked her up and down.



...I heard you took care of Jun over there, thank you! Bai Fen said with a
smile.

Ah! Aunty, youre wrong. It was Jun that took care of me over there, so I
owe her a lot. FangSu said as she smiled brightly.

While they were chatting, Bai Jun came down the stairs, looking
glamorous in her dress. From her looks, you can tell that she had a great
sense of style.

Wow! Bai Jun you decide to wear your dress. FangSu said as she
watched Bai Jun in amazement.

I had to wear it since Brother Hua has a high taste in fashion sense. I cant
go to his house for the first time, looking shabby. Bai Jun said with a
smile.

Did Jun design this dress? Bai Fen asked a little surprised.

Yes, Aunty. Jun is so good, she has 2 awards already for her hard work.
FangSu said as she added a compliment.

I know about the awards but this dress is too beautiful to wear on a day
like this. Bai Fen said with creased brows.

SuSu, dont mind my mother. She likes to exaggerate things, lets leave
quickly. Bai Jun said as a joke as she locked arms with FangSu but she
was right because Bai Fen was good at exaggerating things.

Aunty, we have to leave now. I will bring Bai Jun back soon. FangSu
said to Bai Fen with a smile.



Take your time. Send my regards to your brother. Bai Fen said as she
waved at them happily.

The two young ladies waved back and left the house.

Bai Jun is a fashion designer and she had 2 awards after working abroad

for 2 years. She has one major award

In the car, Bai Jun lowered her voice and asked in a worried tone, Its still
working hours, are you sure we will meet your brother at home?

Bai Jun was worried that her efforts on her looks would be in vain if Fu
Hua was not at home when they got there. Her looks today were to create
an impression on Fu Hua.

It doesnt matter if he is around by the time we get there because he will
still come home. I am more interested in meeting that woman he kept at

home. FangSu revealed as a wicked smile appeared on her face.

Her main reason for going to visit Fu Hua was not for him but because of
Jia Li. She wanted to deal with her a little bit before her brother returned
from work.

Bai Jun was surprised and asked, Are you sure your brother will not be
angry if you bully her?

Do I look like I care at the moment? Calm down, I dont think she will
dare to tell on me and besides, Im not going to do anything harmful to

her, I just want to have fun. FangSu said without a care.

Bai Jun liked her courage. She was a little scared but she relaxed when
she remembered that she was not the one that would get scolded if
anything happened in the end.



When FangSu and Bai Juns car arrived outside the estate gate, the
security at the gate refused to let them drive in, so FangSu had no choice
but to call Fu Hua who was in a meeting.

Brother, I am right outside the estates gate but they wouldnt let me in

without your permission. FangSu complained.
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Chapter 242 - The Way You Treat My Brothers Guest

Fu Hua was surprised that she was already at his place, nevertheless, he
said to her, Im still at the office but I will be back soon. Your
sister-in-law is at home.

After speaking with her, Fu Hua granted permission to let her in, without
knowing she didnt come alone.

Jia Li was sitting on the couch in the living room with Ocean plopping on
the floor beside her. Ocean didnt have her eyes on the TV like Jia Li but

was busy looking all around quietly.

Jia Li and Ocean heard the approaching footsteps that sounded more like
female heel shoes

Ocean didnt immediately start barking, instead she waited till she saw
FangSu and Bai Jun before barking and that shit scared the hell out of the
two young ladies.



FangSu and Bai Jun had just stepped into the house with a look of
admiration for the interior decors and had managed to step foot into the
living room when they heard the loud barking from Ocean.

They were stopped in their tracks as their smiles disappeared and were
replaced with a scared look..

Jia Li was surprised to see them and it took her a few seconds to react.
She got Ocean to calm down and Ocean stopped barking but she was
staring at FangSu and Bai Jun in high alert.

FangSu and Bai Jun slowly calmed their racing hearts down, as they
didnt expect to see a dog in the living room.

Im sorry Ocean scared you. Jia Li immediately apologized as she got up
from the sofa with an apologetic gaze on FangSu and Bai Jun.

FangSu was the first to react. She glanced at Jia Li angrily and rebuked
her in a stern tone, Were you trying to scare us to death? And how can

you bring a dog into the living room, where are your manners?!

Jia Li was taken aback by her output of anger. She had already
apologized and there was no need for her to be so rude. But this act of
hers confirmed Jia Lis doubts that FangSu didnt like her in any way. This
was far beyond the jealousy Fu Hua thought it was.

Right, when FangSu was berating Jia Li, Ocean started barking at her and
attempted rushing towards her but Jia Li was alert and immediately called
for her to stop.

FangSu and Bai Jun thought Ocean was almost going to rush to their side
and immediately screamed in shock.

The Housekeeper and a few of the servants heard the commotion in the
living room and immediately rushed out in fright.



They saw the unfamiliar female guests staring wide-eyed at Ocean, who
seemed to have a ferocious gaze at them and their Mistress who trying to
calm Ocean down while rubbing his back soothingly.

Madam, what happened? The housekeeper asked from the side with a

worried gaze. She didnt dare to approach her in a close range for fear that
Ocean might attack her since she seemed to be riled up.

Its nothing. Jia Li replied.

What do you mean by nothing? Are you waiting for your dog to attack us
before you send it away?! FangSu asked angrily.

Jia Li glanced at her before moving her gaze to the other female who was
staring at her with an unfriendly gaze and just then, heavy footsteps were
heard and the two soldiers who saw when FangSu and Bai Jun walked in,
entered the living room.

Maam, did something happen? One of them asked with a calm gaze.

Nothing. Take Ocean back to her kennel. Jia Li said after giving one final
last rub to Ocean before the soldier came to take her.

Ocean was reluctant to leave but she had to follow Jia Lis orders. But
when she got to where FangSu and Bai Jun were standing, she barked at
them and the two young ladies screamed and shifted away in fear.

Jia Li or whatever your name is? Is this the way you treat my brothers

guests? FangSu asked as she dragged Bai Jun with her and walked

towards Jia Li.



Im sorry about that. Jia Li apologized again. She was feeling
disheartened by FangSus rude behavior. She could feel the
discontentment in her tone.

FangSu glared at her before taking Bai Juns hand to sit on the sofa at the
other side.

Madam... The housekeeper called out to Jia Li worriedly. She couldnt
believe that someone had the guts to be rude to their mistress in her
house.

Its okay, she is Fu Huas sister. Serve them some snacks. Jia Li ordered
before sitting tiredly as she pressed her temples. She could feel an
incoming headache.

The housekeeper gave her a worried glance before leaving with the other
servants that came out with her.

Bai Jun sat beside FangSu and fixed a scrutinizing gaze on Jia Li. This
was the first time she was taking a good look at her since she first stepped
in.

She was curious to know what kind of woman Fu Hua married and when
her gaze came to Jia Lis baby bump, she was fueled with jealousy and
hatred.

She cursed Jia Li in her mind for being intimate with Fu Hua and going
on to become pregnant.

Jia Li felt Bai Juns gaze on her and looked over. She didnt know who she

was for her to be staring at her with malice but she guessed she was
FangSus friend.

Jia Li wondered if Fu Hua knew his sister was coming to the house. She
wanted to text him but she discovered her phone was not with her.



The housekeeper came back with two other servants who were holding
steel trays with different types of light dishes on them.

The housekeeper stood at the side and watched the servants serve the
dishes to FangSu and Bai Jun.When the servants were through, they left.

Sister-in-law, please dont mind the poor treatment. Eat something. Jia Li
said to FangSu with a polite gaze because she was scared of offending
her.

FangSu was still angry with her and since she didnt like her, it was
normal for her not to forgive her.

Im not interested in your food, I will look around first while waiting for
my brother. FangSu said as she pulled Bai Jun to stand up with her.
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Chapter 243 - Fu Hua Comes Back

Without waiting for Jia Lis permission or opinion, FangSu linked arms
with Bai Jun and started touring the house.

Jia Li was angry and felt disrespected by FangSus disregard for her
presence and the fact that she was his brothers wife.

The housekeeper frowned upon FangSus action and immediately called
out to Jia Li in a calm manner after she heard FangSu and Bai Jun
laughing and chatting happily.



Madam? The housekeeper called out in a low worried tone with her gaze

on Jia Li.

Jia Li did not respond, as she was trying to contain her anger while
squeezing her fists that were on her thighs.

Jia Li was very angry and thought about confronting FangSu but she
couldnt do that. She was Fu Huas sister, so she had to wait for Fu Hua to
come back to deal with her.

The housekeeper knew her Madam was not in a good mood, so she
stopped calling for her and decided to take care of things herself, as it
wouldnt be right for the mistress to be disrespected in her house.

.

FangSu and Bai Jun were chatting happily and laughing as well.

SuSu, your brothers house is beautiful and has a homey feel to it. Bai Jun
said with a smile as her eyes shone brightly. In fact, she was happy with
the way FangSu treated Jia Li and hailed her in her mind.

Anyone will like it, after all my brother has a good taste. FangSu said as
she smiled proudly.

The housekeeper was in time to see FangSu and Bai Jun about to use the
stairs and immediately went ahead of them to block their paths.

Im sorry Miss but you cant go upstairs, please go back to your seats. The
housekeeper said to them in a polite but firm tone.

FangSu scoffed and asked while Bai Juns face turned annoyed with the
sudden reaction from a servant, Did she send you to order us around?



Madam did not say anything to me, I am only doing my duties by not

letting strangers walk around the house. The housekeeper said to them as

she met their angry gazes. She was not fazed by the looks on their faces,
as she was just doing her job.

Who do you think you are, a mere servant to order me around? Do you

know who I am? I am the sister to your master! FangSu said angrily as
she made her identity known.

The servant pretend she didnt understand her words and insisted on them
to return to the living room.

Miss, I am the housekeeper appointed by the old master to serve the

young master and the young mistress. I dont listen to anyone apart from
them, so please return to the living room.

FangSu was so mad that she wanted to scream at her but Bai Jun stooped
her in time.

SuSu, lets go back, its not right to create a scene. We can have a look

another time.

The housekeeper glanced at Bai Jun for her shameless acts and looked
away.

Jia Li who was sitting on the sofa in the living room heard the
commotion from over there and tears dropped from her eyes and stained
her cheeks.

She felt that this was the worst treatment she could ever receive from
anyone. She didnt like the feeling of being treated like a nobody in her
husbands house but she couldnt react either. Simply because the person
who offended her was her husbands sister.



Jia Li felt her chest hurt. She brought her fingers to her face to wipe her
tears and just then, she heard steady light footsteps approach the living
room from the entrance.

She guessed who it was but she didnt turn around, as her emotions were
in turmoil.

Fu Hua walked into the living room with his work bag

He could only see her side profile, so he didnt know she has been crying.
He thought she was lost in thought and didnt hear his footsteps, so he
went to her side and lowered her face to kiss her cheeks.

What are you thinking about? He asked as he kissed her cheeks but his

smiling gaze disappeared when he tasted the salty tears and her ignoring
him.

His gaze became worried as he immediately turned her face to glance at
him. When he saw the tears brimming in her eyes and her tear-stained
cheek, he felt something stab his chest.

Beautiful, why are you crying? What happened? Fu Hua asked as he

wiped her tears with the back of his hands with a worried gaze.

Jia Li felt his manly scent assault her nostrils, so she tried to push him
away but failed, so she left him and sniffed. She didnt want to say a word
to him or she would burst out in tears the next second.

Before Fu Hua could go on to ask her more questions, he heard several
steps approaching them and heard the familiar voice of his sister.

Brother, you are back?! FangSu said out of excitement as she
immediately hurried towards Fu Hua.



Fu Hua slowly let go of Jia Lis shoulder as he slowly looked up to see his
sister, the housekeeper who had a straight look and then an unfamiliar
young female.

His brows furrowed in a deep frown, especially when he saw the

unfamiliar female in his house. He guessed that FangSu brought her with
her and asked with a frown, Who is she?

Bai Jun who felt her cheeks redden when Fu Hua glanced at her suddenly
turned disappointed when she heard his question.

Brother, dont tell me you dont remember who she is? FangSu asked in

surprise.

I dont care who she is, why would you bring a stranger into my house
without my permission and where are the both of you coming from just
now? Fu Hua asked as his gaze scared the two young ladies.

Jia Li tried to get up from the sofa and Fu Hua tried to help her but she
pushed his hands away and helped herself up then she turned to walk
away without saying anything.

Jia Li... Fu Hua called out to her but she didnt react and continued
walking away without looking back.

Fu Hua was worried about her and asked the housekeeper to follow her.

When Jia Li walked past FangSu and Bai Jun, they saw that her eyes

were red and her cheeks were stained in tears and they could already
smell trouble.

FangSu, why is Jia Li unhappy, what did you do to her? Fu Hua asked in

a fierce tone after the housekeeper took Jia Li away.
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Chapter 244 - Fu Hua Apologizes

I didnt do much, I only went a little out of line because she scared me
with her dog. I mean, how could she bring a dog into the house? FangSu

said as she refused to meet her brothers fierce gaze.

She felt a little guilty but she still cursed Jia Li in her head, for acting all
pitiful and she didnt have any idea of what conspired before she stepped
in.

Fu Hua could not tolerate that non-repentant look on her face and said to
her directly, You came to my house with a stranger without telling me,
then you make my wife cry in our house and youre still acting like youre
right? FangSu leave right now and in the future, there is no need to come
here.

FangSu was shocked with the punishment Fu Hua just dished out to her.
How could he ban her from coming to his house just because Jia Li cried
a little?

Brother, how can you treat me like this. This is so unfair! FangSu cried
out in an angry tone.

Bai Jun was disappointed with the treatment they received. The fatal
blow to her was that Fu Hua didnt even recognize her and he didnt bother
to take a look at her.

.



She felt that she had wasted her time by coming here only to be treated
that way by Fu Hua.

You should have thought about it before you brought a stranger to my
house and bullied my wife. Leave before I call the security on you! Fu
Hua said to her angrily as green veins could be seen visible on his
temples.

He was very angry and didnt want to see his sister anymore. He
wondered what Jia Li must have passed through before he arrived.

FangSu stood still as tears slowly dripped from her eyes. She was
stubborn and refused to leave. She felt grieved by her brothers treatment.
He was mean even to her because of his wife and the more she thought
about it, her hatred for Jia Li intensified.

Bai Jun saw that Fu Huas face wasnt looking good as he was getting
impatient, so she pulled on FangSus arm and said in a low tone, SuSu,
lets leave.

FangSu was still reluctant to leave as she had an aggrieved gaze on her
brother but Fu Hua did not look like he was going to soften his stance.

Bai Jun did not wait for FangSu to react and immediately pulled her to
leave before they would be further embarrassed.

After they left his sight, Fu Hua picked up his phone and made a call. He
instructed neither FangSu nor Bai Jun to be let into his house again
without his permission.

When he was done with the phone call, he went up the stairs to find Jia
Li and he was in time to see the housekeeper shutting the door to their
bedroom.



How is she? Fu Hua asked in a low worried tone and his gaze was still

cold.

The housekeeper bowed and replied, Madam is fine, she wants to be
alone at the moment so she asked me to leave.

Fu Hua glanced at the door to their bedroom before glancing back at the
housekeeper and asked, What happened?

The housekeeper raised her head and explained word for word, what she
heard and what she saw. And throughout the whole recounter process, Fu
Huas gaze turned colder.

You can leave. Fu Hua said to her after listening and walked towards the
door to their bedroom. He opened the door and walked inside.

The housekeeper sighed and only left after Fu Hua walked into the room.
The housekeeper felt sad for Jia Li as she was bullied in her own house
but she also liked how her master handled the case after she heard from
the servants about Fu Hua banning his sister and her friend from coming
over again.

When Fu Hua walked in, he saw Jia Li sitting up on the bed. She has
stopped crying and wiped her tears but her eyes were still red and her
eyes looked slightly swollen and maybe thats because she cried for a
while.

Fu Hua approached her side and sat beside her before gently taking her
hand in his. Jia Li did not refuse him but she refused to look at him

either.

I heard from the housekeeper on how FangSu disrespected you, Im sorry

about that. I had no idea she would be coming today until she got to the
gate because my permission was needed to let her in. She also didnt tell



me she was coming with someone. Im sorry you were bullied by them.
Fu Hua said in a low gentle tone.

Jia Li still didnt say anything, so Fu Hua added, You dont have to worry
about seeing her again because I banned her from coming over.

It was at this point that Jia Li glanced at him for the first time since he
stepped in. She was surprised but because of the sadness still visible on
her face, Fu Hua couldnt tell she was surprised.

Fu Hua thought that his apology and explanation worked, so he caressed
her face before leaning in to kiss her forehead.

Im sorry for what youve been through today, its all my fault. Im going to

freshen up, give me a few minutes. Fu Hua said before standing to his
feet with a slight smile.

Jia Li who was now feeling slightly better, watched as his back
disappeared into the inner room.

Truly, Jia Li felt hurt and disrespected by FangSus actions and rude
behavior and she had no idea how her emotions got the better of her.

Jia Li heard a notification sound from her phone and turned to glance at
the nightstand and saw her phone screen lit up. She stretched her hand to
pick it up.

Glancing at her phone screen, she saw an SMS from Fu Hua. She opened
the message and saw a short message, telling her his sister was at the gate
and he would be home in less than 30 minutes.

Jia Li had no idea he sent her a text as she was not bothered whether he
informed her of his sisters visit or not but she felt warmed up with his
actions and no longer blamed him.
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Chapter 245 - Grandfather Fu Punishes FangSu

Throughout their journey back home, FangSu cried while Bai Jun
consoled. When they arrived at the Bai residence, Bai Jun hugged
FangSu before getting of the car.

FangSu managed to control her emotions and wave a goodbye to Bai Jun
and there was no way she would have gone in to greet Bai Fen because
she looked horrible.

After dropping off Bai Jun, FangSu left for the Fu residence.

It was after FangSu left that Bai Jun revealed her true emotions. When

saw her mother she started crying.

Bai Fen was alarmed and immediately went to hug her daughter and
brought her into her bedroom before anyone sees her crying and got
curious.

Bai Jun, why are you crying? What happened? Did anyone bully you?
Bai Fen asked series of questions after they both sat on the bed.

Bai Jun did not say anything until she had cried to her hearts content, and
only then did she speak..

Mum, can you believe that brother Fu Hua did not recognize me?



Bai Fen frowned asked, Is that the reason youre crying? Its normal if he

doesnt recognize you as he hasnt seen you in a long time. There is no
need to cry about it.

Mum, thats not all! Bai Jun cried out and then went on to explain
everything that happened.

... Brother Fu Hua sent FangSu and me, out of his house and banned us
from coming over. He didnt bother to given me a proper look and treated
me like a stranger.

Bai Fen cursed Jia Li as she tried to stop her daughter from crying. She
wanted to curse Fu Hua as well, for making her daughter cry but then she
remembered that he was the one she wanted to marry her daughter to, so
she held her tongue.

Bai Jun felt that her looks and the effort she put in to dress up were in
vain as Fu Hua did not acknowledge her presence and didnt recognize her.
This was a waste of effort.

Bai Fen consoled her and told her they would find another solution to
make her and Fu Hua get closer and only then did she calm down.

As for FangSu, her eyes were already looking swollen when she walked
into the house. And before she could walk towards her room, she met
Butler Lu who came over with an instruction from the old man, he
wanted to see her immediately.

FangSu did not think too much about it and followed Butler Lu. She was
even thinking of how she would pour out her grievances to her
grandfather when she got to his study, so he could take revenge for her.

As FangSu stepped inside the study and was about to start crying, she
met her grandfathers disappointed gaze and slowly swallowed her words.



Without the time to beat around the bush, grandfather Fu let her remain
to stand, while he went straight to the point.

I was told you went to visit your brother with the daughter of the Bai
family and you were rude to your sister-in-law. You just came back and
youre already causing trouble just like your mother. I will forgive you
just one time because its your first offense but you cannot visit your
brother again. Go back and reflect on your mistakes.

FangSu was not given any chance to react as Butler Lu immediately
showed her the door after Grandfather Fu finished speaking.

FangSu did not feel sorry and instead felt more aggrieved because of the
treatment she received from the old man, so she didnt apologize.

Her heart was full of fury as her old man did not indulge her. He looked
disappointed and didnt wait to hear from her side of the story before
giving her a heavy punishment.

To FangSu, that was a heavy punishment but she didnt know that this

was the lightest punishment her grandfather could give to her because he
has doted on her for so many years. But he wouldnt be so forgiving if
there was a next time.

Do you think I went too easy on her? Grandfather Fu asked.

Sir, your punishment was perfect. But the young miss wouldnt think like
that. Butler Lu replied.

I wanted to deal greatly with her because of her impulsive behavior but it
still wouldnt make her change. Maybe she wants to get to a state worse
than her mothers before she repents. Grandfather Fu said with a
disappointed tone.



He tried his best to balance the relationship in his family but it looks like
it wasnt working. He wasnt tired of playing his role to keep his family
united. But he wouldnt tolerate anyone that dares to play tricks and go
against the rules.

Immediately FangSu got to her bedroom, she locked the door and started
throwing things on the floor. She broke two of the expensive flower vase
and broke her bedside lamp. She nearly tore the pillows on her bed.

After she calmed down a little and was breathing heavily out of anger and
frustration, Butler Lu came with a servant to her bedroom.

They knocked and walked in. Butler Lu wasnt surprised with the state of
her bedroom. He didnt say anything to her, as he opened the long ledger
in his hand and went through it while glancing at the things she broke.

FangSu had no idea of what he was doing but she was too tired to say
anything to him, so she let him do whatever he wanted.

After making some notes, Butler Lu handed the piece of paper to
FangSu.

Miss Su, thats your bill. According to Sirs order, you were given 50%
off, on each item you destroyed and the money is to be taken off from

your monthly allowance starting from next month. It will take 3 months

to pay off your debts completely.

FangSu thought she just heard the lamest joke of the century as she
listened to Butler Fu while glancing at the list in her hands.

It was a list of the items she just destroyed with their original prices and
the 50 percent off it was given.



Butler Lu is this some kind of joke or something? FangSu asked with an

annoyed gaze.

Butler Lu glanced at her and explained, The old master was benevolent
enough to give you a 50% discount for each item you damaged since you

might have forgotten the rules, so he sent me here to remind you about it.
If you dont believe what I said, you can ask your mother, Madam Fu Hee

and she will explain better.

After saying that, Butler Lu bid her good night before leaving.

He was surprised the old man didnt hesitate to dish out punishment to
FangSu after they both receive a report of her breaking things in her
room.
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Chapter 246 - An Opportunity To Take Revenge

Fu Hee heard the news of her daughters misfortune from a servant that
was kind enough to come and report to her and immediately left for
FangSus bedroom in worry.

By the time she got there, two servants were already cleaning up the
mess in her bedroom while FangSu was sitting on the couch cross-legged
with folded arms. She was clearly unhappy.

Fu Hee went to her side and pulled her up before dragging her to her own
bedroom. Then she locked the door before turning to see the indifferent
look on FangSus face.



How could you get yourself in this mess after my reminder? Fu Hee

asked as she walked up to her.

.

Mum, Im not in the mood to receive another scolding. If this is the
reason you brought me to your bedroom, Im leaving! FangSu said as she
tried to walk away but Fu Hee pulled her back.

What are you getting angry for? I should be the one angry because you

didnt listen to me. Do you know what youve lost because of your

reckless actions? Youve lost your grandfathers trust and I heard he

ordered a car for you but who knows if he would still give it to you after
what you did.

FangSu looked surprised as she asked, Grandfather ordered a car for me?

Fu Hee sighed and replied, Thats what I heard. He ordered a car for you
and Fu Meixu.

FangSu fell into deep thought. If her grandfather did place a car order for
her then it was likely he wouldnt release the car gift to her since he was
unhappy with her.

She didnt want to apologize to him because she felt wronged by his harsh
treatment but she couldnt lose the car gift as it was very important, so she
was ready to bend her pride.

SuSu, if you still want your gift, you have to go and apologize to your
grandfather. You were really impulsive by taking Bai Jun to visit your
brother and you also treated Jia Li unfairly after all the reminders I gave
to you. Fu Hee said to her with a frown.



When she thought about what her daughter has lost due to her impulsive
behavior, she still felt angry with her. If she had listened to her, she
wouldnt have fallen out of favor so soon.

FangSu listened to her mother and went to find her grandfather but she
was not allowed to see him with the excuse that he was attending a
crucial meeting.

FangSu left disappointed and went back to her mothers bedroom to
complain.

Fu Hee understood that it was either a tactic used by the old man because
he didnt want to see her or that it was actually true.

Fu Hee consoled her and asked her to try again later. She also showed her
ways she could show how remorseful she was, so the old man can release
her car gift.

It was a happy evening for Fu ChunHua with all the commotion that was
going on in the house. She couldnt enjoy it alone and had to call her
daughter to come home.

...this is the opportunity for you to take revenge on her because she is no
longer in favor. Fu ChunHua said to Fu Meixu.

Fu Meixu chuckled happily from the other side of the phone and said,
Mum, Ill be in time for dinner. I cant miss the opportunity of making fun
of that proud peacock

Alright, I have to go and check on the dinner preparation. Come home on
time. Fu ChunHua said before ending the call.

Both mother and daughter were happy with the turn of events and this
was their moment to shine.



When Fu Hua came out from the inner room, he was already dressed in
comfy clothes. He went straight to the bed and hugged his wife whos
face was now looking better.

He apologized again and said to her, Next time, dont tolerate anyone
being rude to you. You are not allowed to cry, youre free to scold the
person.

Jia Li did not reply but she smiled within her. To show that she didnt

hold a grudge against him, she said she was hungry and proceeded to get
off the bed.

Fu Hua wanted to ask if it was just food she thinks about all day but he
refrained from doing that as he didnt want her to feel bad.

He followed her down the stairs to get some food. The housekeeper
sighed in relief when she saw the husband and wife were relaxed and
chatting with each other while having dinner.

When Fu Meixu arrived at the residence, she immediately went to meet
her grandfather with an expensive painting she bought for him.

Butler Lu allowed her to get into the old mans study to present her gift.

Grandfather, this is a little gift I got for you from the recommendation of

my friend, I hope its to your taste. Fu Meixu said with a sweet smile.

Leave it there, I will check it out tomorrow morning. How was the

filming? Grandfather Fu asked without looking up at her.

Fu Meixu beamed with smiles as this was the first time her grandfather
showed care towards her in a long time, so she answered enthusiastically.



It went well and the crew members treated me well. We just wrapped up

the filming with a party.

After leaving her grandfathers study, she went to meet with her mother
and they both chatted and laughed over the misfortune that had fallen
upon Fu Hee and FangSu.

Meixu, you still have to be careful and continue to treat Jia Li well,
remember, we cant afford to go back to the state we were in before now.
Fu ChuHua reminded her daughter.

I know mother, there is nothing to worry about. Im starting to like Jia Li

because she is calm and doesnt like trouble, so I will continue to take
care of her and besides, Im already getting a lot of benefits from taking

care of her already. Fu Meixu said and laughed over it.

Fu Meixu was not in a hurry to see FangSu who had locked up herself in
her bedroom. Instead, she smiled and made her way to her bedroom, to
make a call.

When she thought about the person she was going to call, she smiled
brightly and quickened her steps.
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Chapter 247 - A Face-off

The person Fu Meixu went to her bedroom to call was Shi Qiao. He was
the same man that was always with Zhi Ruo.



Fu Meixus trick to get close to him worked. Her trials easily worked on
him because she found the right opportunity and coupled with the fact
that he was easygoing with her.

She learned from him that he was actually dating Zhi Ruo but the latter
didnt want their relationship to be public yet because she was famous and
she wasnt ready for the media attention on her private life.

Fu Meixu chuckled at that time and had said to him, Although Sister Ruo
is my senior and I shouldnt say this about her, I still have to because it
looks like you do not know some of the tricks in this kind of industry. Its
possible that Sister Zhi Ruo doesnt like you and its only dating you at the
moment while waiting for a better person to come her way, if not why
would she be scared of the little media attention on her private life?

.

Her words sounded believable but Shi Qiao didnt immediately believe
her but a seed of doubt has already been sown in his heart.

Fu Meixu immediately changed the topic and talked about another matter
to lighten the mood. And before she came back, she spoke to him about

visiting his family art gallery to pick a gift for her grandfather.

You are welcome any time you like. Do you need my recommendation?
Shi Qian asked.

Yes, Please. Thank you. Fu Meixu replied happily and that was how she

got to spend time with Shi Qiao that day, while he helped her to pick a
painting he was sure grandfather Fu would like.

After 3 rings, the call was answered.

Shi Qiao, sorry to disturb you at the moment. Fu Meixu said in a sweet
voice.



No offense taken. Are you back to your place now, have you given the
gift to your grandfather, did he like it? Shi Qiao asked with much

enthusiasm in his tone.

Yes, Ive given the painting to my grandfather but he is yet to open it.
When he does that, I will tell you about it. And if he ends up liking the
painting, I will take you out for dinner to say thanks. Fu Meixu said as a
blush appeared on her face.

What if he ends up not liking it, what will happen to my lunch? Shi Qiao
asked with a peak of interest.

If thats so, I will not consider our friendship and cancel the lunch. Fu
Meixu said and laughed after that.

Shi Qiao laughed as well but both of them didnt spend much time on the
phone before ending their conversation.

After the call, Fu Meixu sat up on her bed and said with a smiling gaze,
Zhi Ruo, you dont know me yet. You just have to relax while I show
your boyfriend what he has been missing from a potential girlfriend.

When it was time for dinner, Fu Meixu tied her hair in a ponytail and
checked herself out in the mirror before coming out for dinner.

She was the 3rd person to arrive at the dining room. She greeted her
brother and YingPei happily before taking her seat.

Why are you smiling happily? Fu Ling asked with his gaze on her.

Because I earned more money. Fu Meixu replied and he looked away.

How can you ask that question? Its obvious that she is up to something.
YingPei thought to himself.



Whenever he imagined the drama in the house, he always thought about
moving to his place but he knows the old man will not allow that unless
he was married.

Since after grandfather Fus accident, the old man doesnt allow them to

live separately because he used to complain about how his family
members were alert to run away from home. And now that he managed

to bring them all together, he wouldnt allow anyone to ruin his plans.

Fu ChunHua arrived next with servants carrying different dishes behind
her. After the servants arranged the dishes according to Fu ChunHuas

instructions, they left.

Fu ChunHua had the kitchen prepare at least one favorite dish of each of
the family members and showed the servants where to place them.

Not long after Fu ChunHua took her seat, Fu Hee arrived and took her
seat. She didnt bother to glance at anyone and vaguely returned the
greetings that were said to her.

At last, grandfather Fu arrived and took his seat. When he glanced

around and did not see FangSu, he asked Fu Hee about her.

FangSu should still be in her bedroom. Fu Hee replied.

What is she doing there? Is she not seeing the time? Grandfather Fu

asked and Fu Hee remained quiet.

Fu Meixu smiled and took that opportunity to speak up, I was hoping to
meet cousin and that is the reason I came back as I couldnt meet up with
her welcome party due to my busy schedule. But its too bad she cant
make it for dinner.



Fu Hee glanced at Fu Meixu with a sharp gaze and grandfather Fu saw it
and flared up.

Fu Hee, send someone to get FangSu to come down for dinner. She cant
refuse eating.

Fu Hee immediately sent a servant to call FangSu over and in a few
minutes, FangSu appeared with a dull facial expression. She apologized
to Grandfather Fu for keeping him waiting before going to take her seat
at his left side.

Cousin, welcome back home. Im sorry I couldnt make it to your welcome

party, I was quite busy at that time. Fu Meixu said with a smiling gaze
on FangSu.

It was her voice that made FangSu notice her presence. Immediately
FangSu saw her, she frowned.

It doesnt make any difference if you were present or not.What matters is

that Im back for good. FangSu said, immediately attacking her with
words.

Fu Meixu didnt back down and immediately fired back some painful
words.

It will be a relief if you really kept to your words of being back for good
because I learned youve already started stirring up trouble. Fu Meixu said
with a taunting gaze.

Meixu... Fu ChunHua called out to her daughter. She was happy with her
statement but was only pretending to call her to order.



FangSu and Fu Hee were seething with rage. They were already trying on
how to get the old man to forget about what happened but Meixu was
keen on bringing up the past.

Being reminded of FangSus action earlier that day, Grandfather Fu
frowned and ordered everyone to start eating.
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Chapter 248 - The Content Of Her Text

After dinner, FangSu followed her grandfather and apologized along the
way. She promised to turn over a new leaf and asked for a second

chance.

What do you need a second chance for? You want an opportunity to go

back to your brothers house to cause trouble? Grandfather Fu asked with

a frown.

The expression on FangSus face froze, as she wasnt expecting her old
man to misunderstand her and this was the kind that could get her into
more trouble. She immediately clarified the issue and only seeks only for
his forgiveness for her wrongdoing.

Grandfather Fu glanced at her and walked away without saying anything.

FangSu was angry at being ignored but there was nothing she could do.
Right when she was about to leave for her bedroom, she heard Fu Meixus
taunting voice from behind.



It just took you 3 days to fall out of favor after returning and being

welcomed in a grand style, youre really something you know. Fu Meixu
with a smile she couldnt even hide, much to FangSus displeasure..

You better watch your mouth, Im still of more value than your little

dumb ass. FangSu said to her in anger.

My little dumb ass? Fu Meixu asked with a smile and she turned around

and caressed her butt before fixing her gaze on her.

FangSu was annoyed with her and was about to scold her when she heard
her say, Your over-confidence will take you down one day.

Fu Meixu left after saying that. FangSu was fuming mad by the time she
got to her bedroom. This should be the first time Fu Meixu was actually
winning her with words and she found it very annoying.

After breakfast and before YingPei left for work, FangSu handed over
the present she got for Fu Hua.

Brother, please help me give this over to big brother. FangSu said to
YingPei.

If you want to give him something, why dont you do it yourself? Why

are you sending me? Fu YingPei asked with a frown.

FangSu replied with a flat look, I offended big brother the other day and
he banned me from visiting, so I have to trouble you to apologize on my
behalf.

Fu YingPei didnt know the crime his little sister committed but he agreed
to apologize on her behalf and left with the gift.



Fu Meixu learned from Butler Lu that her grandfather liked her painting
after she asked about it. She was elated and immediately went to her
bedroom to text Shi Qiao.

The content of her text, read... My grandfather liked the painting, thanks
to your guidance. I will repay you soon.

Shi Qiao returned her text with... Im glad he liked it. Ill be waiting for
our lunch date, take care.

Fu Meixu smiled after she got his response. A thought crossed her mind,
so she decided to Jia Li.

Jia Li how are you doing? Fu Meixu asked over the phone.

Jia Li, who was taking the stairs down to the living room, replied, Im
fine and you? Have you wrapped up with filming?

Yes. I wanted to ask if I can come over to your place to at least keep you
company before my cousin returns? Fu Meixu asked.

I dont think it would work as Im about to leave for Oceans appointment
with the vet. Jia Li replied. She didnt know the reason Fu Meixu wanted

to come over but she didnt think anything wrong about it because she has
always maintained a simple relationship with her. But its too late as she
was already dressed and ready to leave the house with Ocean.

Is Ocean sick or something? Fu Meixu inquired.

Not really. Jia Li replied.

Okay, send me the address, I will meet you and Ocean there. When

youre through there, we can have lunch outside. Fu Meixu said with a
smile.



Okay, thank you! Jia Li said. A smile lingered on her face as she went

outside to find Ocean. She was happy because she gets to escape having
the fixed lunch on the timetable.

Jia Li left the house with Ocean, one of her closest servant that has been
serving her since the first time she came to stay with the Fu family and
then two of the soldiers.

Ocean got to sit in the same car with Jia Li and she relaxed on Jia Lis
thighs while she rubbed her happily.

After the call with Jia Li, Fu Meixu went to get dressed before leaving
the house.

FangSu saw Fu Meixu leaving the house and got jealous. She too wanted
to visit some places but her mother did not allow her.

Fu Hee asked her not to leave the house to put in more effort with trying
to win over the old mans favor again. And another reason was that her
father was coming back later that day, so she couldnt leave no matter
what.

FangSu felt terrible about staying at home as she wasnt used to it. She
has always been used to her busy schedule as a model and sometimes
when she got free time, she used it to shop or go to the beach to relax, so
she wasnt happy with being asked to stay home.

FangSu tried to please her old man but she was eventually sent out of his
study for disturbing his peace.

FangSu grudgingly went back to her bedroom to wallow in her sorrows.
She never knew her grandfather was this difficult to please.



When Jia Li got to the vet house, a nurse took ocean inside the lab to
conduct a test.

Jia Li sat on the padded seat

Fu Meixu arrived some minutes later and sat on the bench which was
beside the place Jia Li was sitting. She was surprised to see that Jia Lis
baby bump had grown more since the last time she saw it, which was
about 2 months ago.

How long gone are you? Fu Meixu asked with a smile.

6 months. Jia Li replied with a loving gaze. She felt proud anytime she
was being reminded of the little life she is carrying inside of her.

Thats good. Very soon, I will be able to show off my little nephew or

niece.What about Ocean, what did the doctor say? Fu Meixu asked with

an inquisitive gaze.

She was still very much scared of Ocean but she wanted to show that she
cared.
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Its been over 5 minutes since Jia Li and Fu Meixu left the vet store. Jia
Li had an excited smile on her face, and it infected Fu Meixu



Congratulations, you and your dog deserve an award. Fu Meixu said to
her.

The vet announced to Jia Li some minutes ago about Oceans pregnancy,
and since then, Jia Li couldnt stop smiling. She was so happy that she
immediately hugged Ocean before going on to call Fu Hua to announce
the good news to him.

Fu Hua was not as enthusiastic about the news like she was, nevertheless,
he still congratulated her.

.

Currently, Jia Li, Fu Meixu, and Ocean were sitting in the back seat of
the car. Ocean was sitting close to the door with Jia Li sitting in between
her and Fu Meixu, so the latter didnt have to worry about being attacked
by the dog, but she still didnt dare to relax, as she was high on alert.

Thank you! Im going to pay for our meals, I am proud of Ocean and I

have to spoil her today. Jia Li said excitedly.

There is no need for the trouble, I will pay the bills since I already made
reservations, and Ocean can be well taken care of there. Fu Meixu said as
she insisted on paying for the bills.

When they got to the high-end restaurant Fu Meixu reserved for them,
Jia Li did not have to worry about being recognized, since their table was
at an inconspicuous part of the restaurant.

Jia Li and Fu Meixu placed their order and chatted while waiting for their
food to arrive.



I heard what FangSu did to you, dont pay any attention to her, she had
always been the princess of the Fu family, and she is already used to
acting all high and mighty. Well, its a good thing grandfather broke one
of her wings yesterday. Fu Meixu said as she chuckled in a lady-like
manner.

Jia Li looked surprised as she probed, Grandfather punished her?.

Of course, he did. Im not surprised Grandfather knew about this matter,
because he has ears and eyes on the people he cares about, and you are
the first on the list. Fu Meixu said with a smile.

Jia Li smiled as her shoulders relaxed. The two had to change the topic
when their order arrived. They chatted about every other thing that was
interesting.

Fu Meixu was the one doing most of the taking, as Jia Li was on the
quiet side. She only talked when Fu Meixu asked her questions or her
opinion on a certain matter.

After having lunch, Fu Meixu left in a cab, while Jia Li took Ocean
shopping and bought a lot of essential items for her.

When they got home, she asked the kitchen to prepare a special soup for
Ocean, plus other dishes that will be beneficial to her.

Jia Li was really spoiling Ocean with food. Fu Hua was speechless when
he came back and saw the two of them sitting on the rug. Jia Li read from
a childrens storybook, while Ocean listened with his gaze on her.

When Fu Hua stepped in, none of them welcomed him, as they were too
engrossed with their storybook.



Fu Huas brows creased in a frown as he made his way towards the one
pregnant human and one pregnant animal. His steps were steady as he
approached them.

Ocean glanced at him, and fixed his back on the storybook in Jia Lis
hands, without barking.

When Jia Li heard the footsteps, she paused with her reading and turned
her gaze to see Fu Hua standing behind her.

Youre back?. Jia Li said as she smiled happily. She closed the storybook
and tried to get up, but she couldnt lift herself, so she decided to get on
her knees first, before trying to get up again.

Fu Hua couldnt continue to watch her while she struggled to get up, so he
put his hands under her arms and lifted her.

Thank you!. Jia Li said after she turned to gaze at him affectionately.

Why are you sitting on the floor?. Fu Hua asked with a frown.

I was reading a storybook to ocean. Jia Li replied with a smile. She wasnt
bothered by her husbands little unhappiness.

Fu Hua couldnt scold her, as she was still very excited after learning
about Oceans pregnancy. He could only pat her head while saying in a
gentle tone, The floor is cold, and its difficult for you to get up, so dont
bother sitting there again.

Okay, I will listen to you. Jia Li said happily. Since she was in a good
mood and knowing fully well that he always has her best interest at heart,
she decided not to argue with him.



Two weeks later as the weather was starting to warm up a little,
Grandfather Fu released the car gifts to FangSu and Fu Meixu, who were
so excited and couldnt wait to show it off to their friends.

They both had the same female sports car brand, but different colors.

It was on this day that both decided to go out to have fun, in other to
celebrate their car gift.

Fu Meixu fixed a lunch date with Shi Qiao to thank him for the right
suggestion on the painting she gifted to her old man.

FangSu went on a shopping spree after she called Bai Jun out. FangSu
didnt have much money with her, so her mother transferred all the money
in her account to her.

When Bai Jun saw FangSus Ferrari, she was jealous of her. She didnt
understand how she managed to get such an expensive gift from her
grandfather after he punished her several days ago.

During the time FangSu received punishment from Grandfather Fu, she
told Bai Jun about it, and at that time, Bai Jun pitied her but didnt forget
to push the blame to Jia Li.

So now that FangSu was given such an expensive gift while she didnt
have any, she was jealous.

FangSu was ignorant of Bai Juns jealousy and took her to shop for a lot
of expensive clothing. After that, they went to the spa to get VIP
treatment, before going to a restaurant to have some food.
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Bai Jun didnt pay a dime as the whole bills were settled by FangSu who
didnt mind.

After eating, they both were so full and tired, so they had to sit in the
restaurant for a while, and they chatted over a drink.

When do you plan to start looking for a job?. Bai Jun asked as she sipped
her juice.

Im not ready to get to work, its just been 3 weeks since we came back. I
plan to rest for about 8 - 10 more weeks before I go back to modeling.
FangSu replied, before asking about her plans.

I plan to take a long rest just like you because once I start working, there
will be no chance to take a break. Bai Jun replied with a smile.

Youre so good with your job, and I bet once youre ready to go back to
work, you will be getting lots of proposals.. Have you thought about the
company you want to join?. FangSu asked with a curious gaze.

Im still considering it. Bai Jun gave a vague response. She has long
discussed and planned everything with her mother, so she was just
playing games with FangSu.

On the day that Bai Jun learned about Jia Lis little fame on her school
project, and the connection she had with FJ Styles, she was very
unhappy.



Her mother noticed her unhappiness and asked about it. After learning
the reason for her unhappiness, she calmed her down, saying...

When youre ready to get back to work, join FJ Styles, and you dont have
to worry about that woman, because she cant join FJ yet, since she is
heavily pregnant, and there is no way FJ or any other company will
accept her, no matter the talents she has. So you can join FJ before her,
and go there to be her senior, because, she will still manage to get into
FJ.

Bai Jun thought hard about her mothers words and found that they made
a lot of sense. She knew there was no way Jia Li wouldnt get into FJ

Styles, but before then, she would have to join FJ to establish a foothold
before her.

Bai Jun calmed down a lot when she thought heard about this matter. She
wished there was a way for Jia Li not to join FJ, but that wish wouldnt
come true.

Hearing that she was still considering it, FangSu frowned and said, What

are you still considering? You are so talented and this is an opportunity

for you to get into FJ to show your talents, and also get close to my
brother.

Bai Jun smiled inwardly when FangSu said the words she has been
waiting to hear. She pretended to be a little afraid and asked in a worried
tone, Do you think thats a good idea? I dont think this is right.

Bai Jun, you have to open your eyes and see things clearly. An
opportunity is right before you but you want to throw it away because
you are worried? This is an opportunity to get close to my brother unless

you dont like him again. FangSu said with a frown while pretending to be
angry with her.



Its not like that, I still like Brother Hua. Bai Jun confessed in a soft tone
while blushing.

FangSu smiled brightly and held unto her hands. Thats what I wanted to
hear. There is no need to consider anything, when the time comes, you
have to apply to FJ, and Im sure you will get in.

If you say so... Bai Jun replied with a fake look of worry.

Come on, drink up. There is nothing to be afraid of. FangSu said with a
smile as she clinked glasses with her.

How is your relationship with brother Hua?. Bai Jun probed. She was
curious to know if they two had reconciled.

FangSu frowned as she replied, He still hasnt forgiven me. He rejected
my gift and doesnt accept my call or reply to my texts.

If their relationship is still bad, how will she help me? Bai Jun thought.

It was as if FangSu could tell her worries, because the next moment, she
said to her, Dont worry too much about me. If I cant get my brother to
forgive me, I will deal with that woman to vent my anger.

Bai Jun sipped her juice and didnt say anything. She was quite happy
with people clearing the path for her.

A month and 2 weeks later, Jia Li was now 8 months pregnant. She and
Fu Hua has been deliberating if they wanted to know their babys sex, and
at last, they fixed an appointment with her doctor to find out their babys
gender.



At last, Jia Li and Fu Hua were very happy to find out they were going to
have a girl. Fu Hua was happier because he read from the Internet that

baby girls were closer to their fathers than to their mothers, and since
then, he has subconsciously wished they would have a girl.

Poor Jia Li, she had no idea her dearest husband who didnt seem to mind

whatever gender they were having, secretly had those thoughts.

After announcing their babys gender to them, the doctor proceeded to
reprimand them, and give them some instructions to follow.

She said Jia Li was having too much sexual intercourse and suggested to
them to get separate bedrooms as a means to curb and limit the number of
times they had s*x, so as not to cause harm to her and the fetus.

Jia Lis face was red like strawberries

True to his expectation, Jia Li who was embarrassed and annoyed with
him, snubbed him to their car. She refused to say a word to him, and she
refused his touches.

Fu Hua was expecting this, but he didnt like the fact that she was
ignoring him He even tried to lure her with food, but she didnt fall for it.

When he mentioned going to shop for their baby girls clothes, she still
wasnt moved.

Im tired, please take me home, and I have other important matters to
handle. Jia Li said.

The other important matter she talked about, was moving to a new room,
and of course, Fu Hua did not understand till they got home.
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